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● Suitable for systems engineering 
and model-based design

● Examining the level of assistance 
needed to enhance the modeling 
and simulation in such systems

● Experiment with GPT
● Explore different ways
● Finding the right 

formula/mix/combination
● Training, fine tuning, 

reinforcement learning
● Transformation and translation
● DEVS formalizations
● DEVS Markov simulation
● Simulation and results
● Lesson learned 2



Prompt

Text Code Sketch 
Image Audio Note
Diagram

Simulate

In a discrete-event environment within a 
well-defined experimental frame and 

support for parallel, multithreaded, 
real-time, deterministic, and stochastic 

specification

Extract

Requirements Logic 
Documentation Steps 
Equations

Transform

Activities and flow-based 
diagrams into fully-fledged 

DEVS models

Refine

Generative outcomes and models 
into an interpretable results with 
rules and correctness checkups

Simulation with 
Generative AI

{
  "name": "A",
  "class": "Action",
  "hasQueue": false,
  "distribution": {
    "type": "exponential",
    "mean": "10.0"
  }
} 3



GPT for simulation modeling and optimization 
It is proving to be quite challenging to get GPT 
models to perform well with mathematical 
models and reasoning

And if they do at all, it's at far more 
computationally demanding processes 

So, can DEVS, as a mathematical formalism, 
coupled with activity modeling, help with that?

Either with custom GPT, refining the inputs 
and outputs, or with reinforcement learning, 
let see how it works.
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Things to consider..
Cost of GPUs and training 

Simulation demands substantial 
computational power

The new economic of tokens

Prompt engineering 

Time complexity

The trip back and forth

How to utilize the dedicated 
compute services to deliver the 
best results that can push 
computational boundaries and 
perform the desired tasks while 
delivering quality

“balance the fostering of innovation 
with the need to safeguard against 
possible harm”

Excerpt from                                        on Dec. 8, 2023

Possible future questions about:
Delivering the desired outcomes and 
complying with requirement and regulation
Detect safety issue and potential harms (think, 
hiring and education)
Conducting risk assessment
Train, pre-train, transfer learn, and fine tune
Involving human oversight
Deployment and production
Responsible use for security and quality
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Let see how it would 
look like
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Using GPT 
to generate 
the activity

Using GPT 
to describe 
an activity

Activity 
Metamodel/Ecore

Activity Model 
Examples

Other SysML/UML 
Schemas and 

Examples

Generate Code for 
MS4 Me/DEVS

Parse GPT output text 
to generate the activity

Activity File

Customized/ 
Fine-tuned GPT

Java Simulatable 
Code

Using GPT to 
translate the 

code into other 
languages 

(C/C++/Python)

GPT Assistance in Simulation Modeling

Prompt engineering, customization, and scenario/steps generation 



Sure! Here's a simplified workflow for processing online orders:

1. Receive order details.
2. Verify payment information.
3. Check product availability.
4. If product is available, proceed to step 5. If not, inform customer and cancel order.
5. Prepare order for shipment.
6. Pack items securely.
7. Generate shipping label.
8. Hand over package to shipping carrier.
9. Provide customer with tracking information.
10. Order is shipped.
11. Customer receives order.
12. Follow up for feedback or support.

Hope this helps! Let me know if you have any other questions.

Simple start..

Other examples: coffee making, cooking, starting business, or launching a rocket into space



Some results from the first steps (1)
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Some results from the first steps (2)
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Some results from the first steps (3)
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Tool augmentation with full support (enhancement and full specification) 
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And simulate
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Current
Simulation is already used for testing 
and benchmark
Future
Simulation to explore knowledge/safety 
gaps in systems with disciplined 
approaches from M&S
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Demo with DEVS Markov Activity models
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Current, future!
Activity DEVS Markov modeling,
Accounting for parallel flows in 
generated activities,
Combinatorial design,
And large activities
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Glimpse at large activities
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Possible interpretations of the results
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Potentially 
Towards a full-fledged system 
with services and applications

Through 

Real-time Modeling

Digital engineering 

Interactive software design

Data interchange for modeling, 
monitoring, and optimized 
execution 
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Lesson learned 
AI assistance and proper 

employment and use will be a 
key factor in accelerating system 
and software development but 
its is also necessary to ensure 

correctness and quality 

Hence

Optimization 

Computational performance

Parallelization

High Performance Computing
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Achieved Complexity and 
Size of System/Model

User Knowledge/ 
Amount of Work

Using GPT-4

?

Without GPT-4

Preparation

Brainstorm
Sketch
Generic

Approximate

Probabilistic
Deterministic
Logic
Cognition 

Initial conceptualization

GPT-4

Activity

DEVS

M&S/MBSE



Thank You! Q&A
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